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New Spec. of GT01 315/80R22.5 22PR:
Ideal for Heavy Duty Mixed Service, Especially
Waste Hauling
GITI Tire is proud to announce the introduction of a
new specification of the GT Radial GT01
(315/80R22.5 22PR), which features a load carrying
capacity of 10,200 pounds -- ideal for heavy duty
mixed service, especially waste hauling.
"With a very competitive pricing, 22PR, and a load
carrying capacity of 10,200 pounds for the steer axle
GT Radial GT01
(single position) and 9,090 for duals, the new version
of the GT01 will be a real winner for our customers in
a niche where only a few major competitors dominate," says William
Estupinan, Vice President of Technical Service for GITI Tire in the
Americas.
According to Estupinan, "The GT01 has an outstanding history of durability
in the toughest working services, a retreadable casing and long wear life.
With this new specification, we will be able to reach a new breed of end
users who will benefit from the extra capacity of the tires. Dealers who
switch their customers to this new specification will be very pleased."
The new product will be available in U.S. distribution centers by September
2012 .
Click here for the GT01 spec. sheet.

Proper Tire Storage
Recommendations
Ambient temperature, humidity, sunlight,
ozone producing equipment . . . these and
other factors must be considered when
storing your tires.
The proper storage and handling practices Tire storage at the GITI Tire
for your tires will reduce premature aging Rancho Cucamonga warehouse
and ensure the best possible appearance
and performance of your stored tires.
Click here to read the GT Radial Technical Bulletin on proper tire storage.

Employee Q&A: Dave Myers is a
Large Curd Man!

Dave Myers (right) with GITI Tire
Eastern Division Sales Director
Kevin Burkly

We've had some pretty exotic dishes from
faraway lands listed in recent Q&A's, but
leave it to Dave Myers, Midwest Regional
Sales Manager for GITI Tire, to keep it
down-to-earth -- he just loves large curd
cottage cheese!

He also grew up dreaming of becoming a
district sales manager. Really
Dave? Here are more intriguing facts about Dave:
Where we you born?
Taylorville, Illinois
What is your favorite movie?
Dumb and Dumber
Who is your favorite author?
Michael Lewis
Do you have any kids?

one daughter (25), one son (18)
Favorite sports team?
St. Louis Cardinals, St. Louis Blues
If you could have dinner with a famous
person (living or deceased) who would it be?
Jesus
What is a Smart Move that you have made?
Convincing Charlene to marry me.
What is your hobby?
Dirt bike riding
What is a fact about you that no one at work knows?
I ran (and completed) the San Francisco Marathon along with another
GITI employee.

Check out this new video on GT Radial
consumer tires which provides a brief
overview of the brand and our primary
consumer tire lines.
Drifter Tyler Wolfson has achieved 5
podium finishes in 6 events since
switching to GT Radial Champiro HPY
tires.
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